
As I write this month’s Rural Reflection we have just left an extremely dry period of weather and 

seem to be entering into a week that appears to be unsettled, a little like our country’s politics 

throughout June. Hopefully Michael Gove now at the helm for our country’s Department for 

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs will be able to provide a firm stance on the requirements for the 

agricultural sector, time will only tell. 

Moving swiftly on, rain will be a welcomed occurrence for both the livestock and arable sector as 

large areas of land look to be suffering from the extreme temperatures we have witnessed across the 

country over the last month.  

There is now doubt about it, the farming industry seems to be able criticise every aspect of the 

weather we face. Mainly because the weather hugely contributes to the success on which ever 

farming enterprise we chose to undertake. That said, the prolonged period of dry weather has 

enabled farmers to ‘make hay whilst the sun shines’, as when travelling around the South West 

throughout June it would appear every pasture field practicable for hay production was mown, baled 

and stacked relatively stress free. 

Moving onto professional matters and starting with the Basic Payment Scheme a significant proposal 

affecting all arable farmers continues to progress through the motions over in the European 

Parliament. The European Parliament are planning to advance their proposal in banning all Plant 

Protection Products (PPPs) on nitrogen-fixing crops, fallow land, cover and catch crops. Therefore 

sprays will no longer be able to be applied for all of Basic Payment Scheme claimants that undertake 

the option of planting the crop beans to meet the Ecological Focus Area requirements. Whilst the 

position has yet to be finalised, the proposed ban would apply for BPS 2018 applications and 

therefore when cropping plans are being reviewed for 2018 the potential ban on the use of PPPs will 

need to be considered.  

The Kivells team are currently in preparation for the next wave of Countryside Stewardship 

application packs which must be applied for by the 31st July 2017. As discussed in many publications 

the topic of Countryside Stewardship receives mixed emotions, whereby for some it has been 

decided a scheme that is too onerous, but for others, fits perfectly into the farming business and 

unlocks further grant aided funding. It is worth mentioning that in collaboration with the Countryside 

Stewardship Mid-Tier Scheme, farm holdings that are identified by Natural England to be in a high 

priority target area have the ability to apply for stand-alone capital grants worth up-to £10,000. To 

establish whether your holding is situated in a high priority area please give your nearest Kivells 

office a call and speak to one of the team.  
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Throughout June the professional team at Kivells have been busy receiving instructions on various 

sales of land, buildings and residential property throughout the West Country. My colleagues Claire 

Bellew and Thomas Rattray have been favoured agent on a number of different properties 

throughout Devon and Cornwall and will soon be bringing these properties to the Market. The 

professional team here at Kivells have a fantastic connection with the rural community through our 

network of offices and four livestock markets. The team has the knowledge and ability to deal with 

large commercial farms through to smaller equestrian type properties. If you are considering selling 

please do not hesitate to give us a call.  

Work continues to progress with National Grid and the renewal of the power cables from Plymouth 

to Exeter with reports of certain areas of the first stretch nearing completion. As previously stated it 

is imperative that you keep time recordings of all issues that arise because of the necessary works to 

the pylons, this includes even your time in dealing with National Grid. The professional team here a 

Kivells provide a hands on approach when dealing with all utility companies and ensure you as the 

landowner or occupier receive the correct payment for what has been lost.  

Finally as we approach July the arable sector will be gearing themselves up for the all-important 

harvest period. Reports up country suggest fields of Oil Seed Rape are already being sprayed off and 

many suggesting Winter Barely being only three weeks away. At the end of June Kivells held the 28th 

Annual Sale of Standing Straw which proved to be another success with all bar a few lots making or 

exceeding vendors’ expectations. Prices topped at £76 per acre for Winter Barley, Winter Wheat 

traded above the £50 mark depending on quality, and we saw averages up on last year with all crops 

levelling out at £54.19 per acre. Clients are always looking to purchase standing straw as it suits the 

system they farm, if you have any to market then please give your nearest office a call.  
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